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he North Cascades Conservation
Council was formed in 1957 "To protea and preserve the North Cascades' scenic, scientific, recreational, educational,
and wilderness values." Continuing this
mission, NCCC keeps government officials, environmental organizations, and
the general public informed about issues
affecting the Greater North Cascades Ecosystem. Action is pursued through legislative, legal, and public participation channels to protect the lands, waters, plants
and wildlife.
Over the past third of a century the
NCCC has led or participated in campaigns to create the North Cascades National Park Complex, Glacier Peak Wilderness, and other units of the National
Wilderness System from the WO. Douglas Wilderness north to the Alpine Lakes
Wilderness, the Henry M. Jackson Wilderness, the Chelan-Sawtooth Wilderness
and others. Among its most dramatic victories has been working with British Columbia allies to block the raising of Ross
Dam, which would have drowned Big
Beaver Valley.
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It seems to me there is a possibility that we have a chance to protect a significant
amount of public land in the future. The executive branch of the government has
announced, at least to the news media, that they intend to stop logging roadless
areas. At this writing we have very few details and one could be cynical but let's
pretend this might happen. Our brethren in the environmental community have
launched a campaign for Wilderness in the State of Washington. In listening to
people, I sense a perceptible increase in public awareness of wilderness values and the
role of non-motorized outdoor opportunities.
So what about roadless areas and Wilderness? Are Wilderness areas too userunfriendly? Are they too difficult for the agencies to monitor and maintain? A
strategy is needed if we are going to sell the public on the idea of setting aside lots of
Federal land in an undeveloped state.
Here is what I propose: We must continue to keep up the pressure for additions
to existing Wilderness areas. We must continue to keep up the pressure for new
Wilderness areas, even very small ones when appropriate. We also need to have a
plan to reserve a large number of areas, preferably close to major population centers,
which can be hardened to the point that they can survive and still accommodate
increasing numbers of day-trippers and weekenders. This will take some restraint on
the part of the hard-core Wilderness advocates like you and me. I wish nearly every
place could be placed under Wilderness protection but that is just not practical.
We must come up with a plan which will set aside both roaded and unroaded
lands, lands which can be manipulated to handle the crowds. I think that this will
help us build support for legal protection of the truly pristine lands which clearly
qualify for Wilderness designation.
The Wilderness Act was passed 35 years ago. It has been successful in many
ways but I think it needs our help to do the job it was intended to accomplish.
("Help" does not include putting the Act back before Congress as that body is now
constituted!) Land-managers need to be reminded occasionally what the Act says
and they also need some Wilderness-like alternatives to deal with the population
increase of the Wilderness-loving public. Let's all take this window of opportunity to
both fight for our favorite Wilderness addition and to also demand more noninvasive recreational opportunities in those areas where it makes good sense. We
must, of course, be very careful about which opportunities should be accommodated.

Laura Zalesky
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feck M-cQwt*''vfyo'tii'Middle Fork Highway Defeated
Conservationists scored a major win in September when MidFORC, the Middle Fork
Snoqualmie Outdoor Recreation Coalition, persuaded Senator Slade Gorton to remove
funding for a Middle Fork highway which would have destroyed the natural character of the
valley. Gorton, who has clashed with environmentalists numerous times in the past, was sold
on the idea of keeping the Middle Fork valley free of the kind of megahighway which the
Federal Highways Administration had planned to spend six million dollars building.
Gorton used his position to persuade Alabama Republican Richard Shelby, chairman of
the Senate Transportation Committee, to cut the FHWA's funding for the project. Gorton
then transferred two of the original six million dollars to the Forest Service for as yet
undetermined road improvements in the Middle Fork valley. Although the protectors of the
Middle Fork will still have to watch the Forest Service very carefully, it will be much easier to
push the Forest Service into designing an environmentally friendly road (if such a thing
exists,) than to move the FHWA. The FHWA has left a legacy of massively overdesigned
highways all across the Northwest, with the Cle Elum river highway and the Mather Memorial "Parkway," in the White River area being only two of the more recent local examples.
Wide, straight, with massive cuts and fills and a huge cleared zone on either side, the FHWA
highways could easily be mistaken for a B52 runway. The FHWA has steamrollered its
opponents numerous times in the past and conservationists were preparing for a long bitter
battle on the Middle Fork. To have Gorton step in and pull the plug on their juggernaut is
simply astonishing.

Plum Creek Land Exchange
Settlement Reached
As this issue of the Wild Cascades went to press, a far reaching settlement of the controversial Plum Creek - Interstate 90 land exchange had been reached by all involved parties and
was awaiting Congressional action. The Plum Creek exchange has been one of the most
contentious land swaps in recent memory. Originally proposed by conservationists to acquire
roughly 30,000 acres of Plum Creek lands, it was expanded by the Forest Service and Plum
Creek to include 60,000 acres of Plum Creek land. The Forest Service proposed trading areas
of old growth forest in the Gifford Pinchot National Forest to Plum Creek to in effect "buy"
the Plum Creek lands. This set off a series of protests by those who believed that the Forest
Service was paying too high a price to obtain the additional acreage from Plum Creek.
In early November the Forest Service and Plum Creek were persuaded to go back to a
smaller exchange more along the lines of the original proposal. The scaled down exchange
spares most of the old growth areas in the Gifford Pinchot, while still bringing into public
ownership four key roadless old growth forested valleys near the Alpine Lakes Wilderness —
Scatter Creek, Silver Creek, Domerie Creek and the West Fork of the Teanaway River. These
four areas represent the largest remaining acreage of privately owned ancient forest in
Washington state, and possibly the entire United States. The exchange also blocks up and
protects a newly designated Kelly Butte Special Management Area, the first and only protected area in the heavily logged Green River watershed, source of Tacoma's drinking water.
Also protected are some key lands on either side of Interstate 90 for biological connectivity, to
hopefully maintain the biological links between the North and South Cascades and one day
aid in the return of species such as grizzly bears and wolves to their old haunts in the South
Cascades.
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Letters
Cougar attacks...
According to the American Medical
Association, there are approximately
334,000 annual attacks by dogs in the
United States that require emergency medial
attention. This translates to approximately
6,700 dog attacks annual in Washington
state, compared with an average of less than
two attacks by cougars in the U.S. on an
annual basis over the past 100 years. In
perspective, an animal attack is an animal
attack, whether the animal is domesticated
or wild. As there are about 7,000 times as
many dog attacks per annum in Washington
state as there are cougar attacks . . .
priorities (should be revisited) concerning
animal-attack danger. . . . This is a far better
choice than hiding special-interest reversal
of publicly approved hunting regulations
under the guise of public-safety legislation.
ROBIN CONWAY
BELLEVUE

The Middle Age of Mr. Toad
Victoria Colliver, in the San Francisco
Examiner, writes of Gary Fisher, who
"helped turn a rogue activity in the 1970 —
simply riding beat-up bikes they called
clunkers, ballooners, or beaters down
Mount Tamalpais — into a genuine sport."
Explaining how he did this, beginning
in 1974, he said, "What made it revolutionary is that high-tech came to heavy duty."
In 1979 he formed a company, Mountain
Bikes, a phrase he says he originated but
failed to trademark. In 1984 he started
manufacturing in Japan, which helped him
to push down the price. Mountain bikes
can sell for as much as $6000, but Fisher
bikes of very high quality go for as little as
$1500. In the 1980s he hit financial snags
and in 1991 sold out to a Taiwan company
which soon sold to Trek Corporation, based
in Wisconsin.
Continued on page 6

The Dirty Miners, The Dirty Miners,
In Search of Shining Gold
fymXcS' ** AAjStM y04A>few**t)
We'd tried to get to Monte Cristo
earlier in the spring, via the route of the old
railroad, which had been in operation, sort
of, until some 9 years before. Too much
snow. The map showed a primitive road
from a different direction, ending at
"Mineral City," so we thought we'd see
what that was about.
We'd hardly started up Silver Creek
before the Model A was stopped by a slide.
We hoisted Trapper Nelsons and hit the dirt.
Before long we passed a well-kept log cabin,
and would have liked to have a look inside,
but smoke was curling from the chimney.
— And a face was in the window, peering
through the curtains. Curtains in the
window of a log cabin! Also, the "front
yard" wasn't exactly a flower garden, but
had a neatness about it.
In afternoon we came to the "City," a
comfortable frame-lumber cabin, several
outbuildings, tool sheds and the like, and
rails for an ore cart leading underground.
We poked into the mine, picked bits of
sulfide ore from the dump, made camp in
the cabin. Nobody was home. Evidently
hadn't been for a while. Probably gone for
city gold — the shipyards were paying 95
cents an hour, and the time-and-a-half
boggled the mind. You had to have pull to
get those jobs, but Boeing would take
anybody who walked in the door, and they
paid beginner-mechanics 60 cents an hour.
Next morning we headed on up the
valley. Way too much snow to get over the
pass to Monte Cristo. On the return we
passed log cabins and tin huts, holes in the
ground and mine dumps, nobody home
anyplace, and filled our pockets with
chalcopyrite, galena, and sphalerite. At
Mineral City we hoisted Trappers and set
out for the A. Smoke was still curling from
the well-kept log cabin with the neat front
yard. And yes, the face again was in the

funny papers. To summarize a few
punchlines:
1921, Thunder Creek Mining Company is issued patents for the Dorothy
claims and millsite. Forest Service gives
permit for a road up Thunder Creek. The
miners decide instead to build a narrowgauge railway from Diablo. Don't. Go
away. Silence in the Thunder.

window, peering.
Something new: A small log had been
laid at the edge of the road, and on it in a
row was a dazzling array of superb quartz
crystals. We stopped to admire, each by
each. The face was watching us admire.
A dawning: The crystals were for us!
Gifts! Impossible to refuse. We loaded
them in the Trappers, smiled thanks toward
the window. Maybe we should have gone
to the door to thank him face to face.
However, if he'd wanted to "howdy" he'd
have come out. Why didn't he? Too shy, I
guess.

• • •
In the 57 years since that hike up Silver
Creek, I've thought a lot about him. He'd
very likely been in the cabin around 45
years, ever since joining the 1890s "rush" to
the Cascades. Why didn't he join the rest of
the mob in the rush to the Klondike? Too
shy? Maybe just because he liked it here.
Enjoyed quartz crystals. Enjoyed sharing his
treasures with the occasional passerby.
Anyhow, he was the first of the species I
ever (almost) met, and always had a tender
spot for "the dirty miners, the dirty miners,
in search of shining gold."
I've met quite a few, here and there.
Most are pitiable fools. Others would steal
pennies from a blind man's cup, if they were
certain he was blind and if he didn't have
that stout cudgel to hand. Often they are
picturesque — but best take a distance shot,
don't get close enough for a whiff. Figuratively they tend to stink. Literally, too.
The National Park Service book, to be
reviewed in the Winter 99 issue, Contested
Terrain, devotes some 11 pages to the
history of the Dorothy claims, located in
Thunder Creek valley somewhat west of
Park Creek Pass. For my money, it's the best
part of the book, more laughs than the

1965, Thunder Creek Silver-Lead
Mines dissolved. An officer of the company,
William H. Webster, becomes the liquidating
trustee, pays the taxes, and thus retains
ownership.
Early 1970s, Park Service offers
Webster $1000 per claim. Webster refuses,
saying he had in mind something like
$2,000,000.
1978, Park Service determines the
property has no commercial mineral values,
appraises it at $38,800.
1980, William H. passes away, nephews
William C. and John C. Webster of Tonak
Bay, Minnesota, inherit the estate and to
satisfy numerous shareholders in the defunct
company are forced to purchase the claims
at public auction (1983) for $67,000.
1983, a cut-rate "mining engineer"
(that's what it says on his business cards)
appraises the claims for the Websters at
$5,000,000. A Park Service (genuine)
mining engineer gives an appraisal of
$6,500; he attributes the Websters' estimate
to "the fantasies and speculation found in
old reports prepared 50 years ago."
(Probably Hodges' book, Mining in the
Pacific Northwest, in which the author, a
non-judgmental journalist, transcribed
without comment whatever the claimstakers said they had in their claims, in case
anybody wanted to buy some stock; in the
1960s, at Congressional hearings, we heard
lengthy passages from Hodges read into the
record by the likes of the Websters.)
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M l . T o a d , continued
1984, William C. Webster proposes to
log the Dorothy claims; the legal requirement to do an EIS evaporates that proposal.
1985, Webster proposes to conduct
more ore sampling and to map vein
exposures. The Mining in the Parks Act of
1976 requires that such activity be done
following a phased "plan of operations." In
Phase One, Webster blasts trenches and
hauls rock out by helicopter. He never
proceeds to a Phase Two.
1986, Webster announces plans to
develop his claims as a wilderness camp for
hiking, mountaineering, and rock-collecting
(quartz crystals). Proposes using all-terrain
vehicles along Thunder Creek trail. No
way.
1987, Webster calculates his "gemstone" mining, plus income from helihiking, mountain climbing, and school
leases make the real value of his property
$28,600,000. Park Service offers $69,000,
informs him that "yout efforts to rationalize
some substantial mineral values have been a
waste of time and money."
1987, Webster attempts to donate the
property as a tax-deductible charitable
contribution to the Park Service. IRS says
no way.
1988, plans laid to develop a permanent resort. Don't fly.
1990, Webster tells Park Service he has
connections to Congressman Bruce Vento,
chair of House Subcommittee on National
Patks and Public Lands.
1991, Webster offers to sell for
$3,387,600.
1992, Webster cuts his asking price in
half. Threatens to drive snowmobiles or
ATVs up Thunder Creek trail, his "constitutional right." Tells Park Service that Vento
suggests "friendly condemnation" at asking
price of $1,700,000.
1993, Webster begins to try to make a
case that the Park Service is "taking" his
land. Etc. Etc.
1995, Congressman Jim Ramstad asks
Park Service what's up. Webster submits
information to CBS show, "60 Minutes," on
the unconstitutional "taking." No show.
6

1995, Webster says he plans to use a
Sikorsky air-crane helicopter to fly some 4060 loads of galena ore to trucks on the
Cascade River road for transport to a
smelter in Canada.
1997, the question is asked, can the
Sikorsky haul worthwhile payloads at such
an elevation? Can it get over Park Creek
Pass, then Cascade Pass, to the trucks? No
answer. Webster now values the Dorothy at
$7,000,000, suggests getting the money
from the Land and Water Conservation
Fund. (Surely he has made contact with
Senator Slade Gorton? Constitutional rights
and all that?)
1998, Webster makes a test run on his
wilderness camp plan. Talks a Boy Scout
troop (from Tonak Bay, Minnesota?) into an
adventure trip. They helicopter in to the
Dorothy. Try to walk out. Can't find the
way down the mountainside to the Thunder
Creek trail. Have to be rescued.
1999, the Websters have been at this
now for 34 years, and are hunkering down
for more. Several other long-abandoned
coyote holes remain in the park, private
property, yet to be heard from. The
"Webster game" is in progress all over the
West, entrepreneurs buying up patented
claims and brandishing (legal) revolvers.
They are as ubiquitous in the mountains as
road agents were on the stagecoach routes.
One such "game" is now over, and the
final score is Courtney 1, Park Service 0.
Cliff Courtney sniffed out 20.66 acres of
worthless rocks in Horseshoe Basin that the
Park Service had neglected to acquire.
Began making noises like Black Bart. Or
more to the point, like Webster. The
helicopter dodge. The wilderness camp.
The Park Service caved. For those acres of
rocks gave Cliff 5 acres of prime valleybottom pasture land next to the Stehekin
Valley Ranch.
It's what Park Superintendent Paleck
calls his "people skills."
It's what the Heritagers call "the
Stehekin lifestyle."
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The industry now is at a crossroads.
The National Sporting Goods Association
reports mountain bike sales have fallen from
$1.17 billion in 1993 to $889 million in
1995 to $745 million in 1997 — a plunge
of more than a third while sales of other
outdoor gear have been rocketing. This is
the predictable symptom of a new recreation nearing the end of its fad. Fat-tire
biking can be expected to settle into
continued popularity at a lower level, as did
the new street bikes after their turn-of-thecenrury fad.
The industry is worried and may well
intensify its advertising, but television
viewers are becoming so jaded by bicycles
splashing across creeks and flying through
the air that tie-ins with beer, caffeinated soft
drinks, and chewing gum are losing
audience to other
high-kinetics, such as skateboarding,
kite surfing, and base jumping.
The meaning of this to wildland politics
is obvious. Boots continue to vastly
outnumber testosterone-stirring cameraappealing toys. The frenetic campaign to
open up hiker trails to wheels cannot
credibly continue to use as its theme song
the anthem of Hitler Youth — "The Future
Belongs To Us."

Motorcycle club helps improve Horsehead Pass trail
Lake Chelan Mirror, August 18, 1999
BY JAN MATYE, CHELAN RANGER DISTRICT

Two hundred and fifty pounds of
explosives shook the Sawtooth backcountry
during a trail improvement project July 22
through July 24. This joint project involved
the Chelan Ranger District, Methow Ranger
District and the Coulee Riders Motorcycle
Association.
Blasting was used to decrease the
danger of traversing Horsehead Pass, which
connects the Eagle Lakes Trail No. 431 to
the Cub Lake Trail No. 1255 which join the
two ranger districts. The trail is used by all
types of recreation users, but was especially
dangerous for motorcycles and horses.
Dan Rogers, Methow Valley Ranger
District, used seven separate detonations to
get rid of jagged rock outcroppings and
transform the trail into smooth shale. Five
blasts occurred on hairpin switchbacks
which were narrow and required users to
make a 180 degree turn in a matter of a few
feet with steep inclines on either side.
Two of the blasts were along sections or
the trail where rock outcroppings created
hazards to horse footing and motorcyclists'
legs. The largest section blasted was on a
switchback where jagged boulders the size
of tractor trailer tires were reduced to fist
sized rocks by 148 sticks of dynamite which
were simultaneously detonated.
To prepare for the blasting, 20
members of the Coulee riders Motorcycle
Association transported 50 pound drills and
other equipment on packframes to drilling
sites on their motorcycles and then spent
Thursday afternoon drilling countless holes
in the rock to be blasted. Association
members also used rock bars and picks to
dislodge larger rocks which were then
removed from the trail where no blasting
took place.
Coulee Riders Motorcycle Association
representative Don "Hay" Weyer was
pleased with the work party turnout. "We
enjoyed this event and were pleased with
helping decrease the hazards on the trail...
it was a big safety issue for us, and all users."
The association members have also

worked to maintain and improve other trails
in the area, contributing a total of 437
volunteer hours for the weekend.
Chelan District Ranger Al Murphy

said, "It pleases me to see one user group so
enthusiastically contribute to the benefit of
all trail users. I thought the project went
well."

Dynamite was
used to make this
section of rocky
trail Horsehead
Pass safer for
motorcycles and
horseback riders.
The project was
joint effort
between both the
Chelan and
Methow Ranger
Districts and the
Coulee City
Motorcycle
Association.

Large, jagged
boulders were
reduced to fistsized rocks
through the use of
strategically
placed dynamite
on Horsehead
Pass. The Coulee
Riders Motorcycle
Association
transported drills
and other
equipment to the
blasting area
where they drilled
in preparation for
the blasting work.
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How to win while (fr> U) losing
I am an intelligent (verging on brilliant), energetic (verging on hyperkinetic),
affable (verging on lovable), upward-mobile
(or as some would say, ruthless) functionary
presently situated at a middling level of the
Organization. However, being middlingyoung, I am ideally aged to attain The Top.
There technically are two routes.
The obvious first is to faithfully serve
the purposes of the Founders. The Top
never has been reached via this route. The
Founderites (or "Stagnants" as we call them)
comprise the vast majority of Organization
personnel. However, they live "in the past,
a foreign country," and are blissfully content
to snuggle into some cozy niche, serve the
purposes, and amass wisdom (or as we call
it, gather dust).
The second route sees beyond the
archaic map of the Founders to the terrain
of today. Though the original purposes are
stated as prominently as the words graven
into the Statue of Liberty, the actual
purposes of the Organization-as-it-now-is
are those of the ruling Junta, which are to
preserve and enhance the privileges and
prerogatives and powers of the Junta.
An upward-mobile obviously eschews
the dust and joins the Junta. That is
absolutely basic. Numerically inferior as we
are, we hold the power only through loyalty
to our mutual (Junta) purposes. Needless to
say, our primary and overriding loyalty
always is to our selves. We might be likened
to Mexican banditos playing poker, in the
one hand holding cards aboveboard, in the
other, under the table, la pistola.
The other basic rule is expressed in the
hoary chestnut: "How do you kiss a duck's
ass without getting feathers in your mouth?"
Answer: "You gotta be quick."
Though ideally middling-young, over
my shoulder I see a pack of the too-young
and realize that all too soon they will be
middling and then be looking to acclaim me
as an elder statesman and present me a gold
watch. I know all about that. Been there
(am there) myself.
"Quick!"
How?

8

Make work. Produce visible product
that can be circulated in memos and hand to
hand, cited in annual reports. Should the
product have no intrinsic value, it nevertheless is concrete evidence of work.
Planning, for example. The plans that
are on line at any particular place at any
given moment inevitably are obsolete. The
dusty Founderites in the ranks always are
devoted to fulfilling the visions of The
Founders. To freeze these visions on paper
dispels them. The planning is in the
execution. The dusty Stagnants understand
that. So do I. But the Junta cares nothing
for dust. Work. Paper. That's what makes
the puffer-billy go "Toot! Toot!"
"Quick!"
No matter how quick on your feet or
the trigger, you can't go it alone. You must
have a godfather. Early on, as a too-young,
you must attach yourself to a senior in the
Junta as errand boy or whatever. Once
become middling, you will begin sizing him
up for a gold watch and must obtain a
patron/ally in the larger organization
immediately outranking your own. Why
would the superpowers there, grander than
your Top, take any interest in you? Because
our Organization, by virtue of being smaller,
is closer to "the people." In ordinary times
they are totally subservient to the Juntas, but
in theory and during social storms, in
practice they "own" the organizations.
You gotta keep an eye on them. I'm
very very good at that. "People skills."
These were responsible for the
appointment to my present post. A local
band of outside-the-Organization
Founderites had grown restive, accusing the
Junta of betraying the Founders. In fact,
they claimed to be, themselves, Founders,
having brought the Organization onto the
local scene. I began by deploying my
planning skills to every plannable activity
and many that weren't, boggling the
Founderites (and bemusing the hell out of
my dusty Stagnants). For the coup de grace
I produced a comprehensive long-range
plan. I can't myself really take credit for the
ingenious wording, the masterwork of Junta
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generations. The lofty language, drawing
heavily on quotations from the Founders,
was a veritable Sermon on the Mount. The
fine print, however, preserved the accustomed powers of the Junta to do any damn
thing they please.
Who could have guessed these local
civilian Founderites, of whom I had been
wont to brag at Organization bacchanals
that I had them wrapped around my little
finger, would read — and understand — the
fine print? On the darkest day of my life,
posters appeared by magic on walls, leaflets
were dropped from airplanes exposing my
true intent.
I frankly confess that I lost it. I did not
actually "scamper" to my godfather,
embrace his knees , and blubber "These
people are after my career!" Hyperbole.
Spread around by the too-youngs listening
at the door, chuckling about gold watches.
But it is true that my godfather, tough old
Junta veteran that he is (well, was), sternly
bade me, "Stand up! Be a man! Ride it
out!"
I got a grip and did so. Rode out that
forerunner storm. Rode out the catastrophic defeat when the next larger
organization, fearing the noise might reach
the ears of the next organization above
them, ordered me to throw out my
comprehensive plan and do it over.
I did, and out of disaster achieved
triumph. My second plan was in every
detail of substance identical to the first, only
the fine print shuffled a bit. The local
civilians were not deluded. But they were
confounded. They could not believe that
after having gained so momentous a victory
they could have it stolen from them. People
skills!
1. To their cries that the second plan
was the same old, same old, I responded
(smiling blandly) that it was all new, all new,
and thanked them effusively for their
invaluable help.
2. They had written and published a
full history of the affair — and I must say, it
was wickedly on the mark. I commissioned
and published an equally massive history

with infinitely more footnotes, and distributed it throughout our Organization, to our
Junta and as well to our dusty Stagnants
who by hearing both sides of a story taking
place someplace faraway from their niches
would simply shrug and go on harmlessly
gathering dust. The Juntas of the nexthigher organization, and the next-higher,
also were on my mailing list.
3. I employed a cute trick learned at
college in political science. You choose a
very specific, limited-scope matter and
convene representatives of a broad spectrum
of social outlooks. On any issue whatsoever
any panel will have a sober center, a
turbulent left, and a turbulent right. The
right will demand freedom to bear arms and
defense against black helicopters. Nuts.
The left will rant — why surprise surprise,
they are Founderites! So, apply the Law of
the Excluded Fringes. The center will
soberly adopt the exact view you programmed them for.
People skills! How democratic can you
get?
4. Finally, never to be put in writing,
nor spoken about to groups of larger than
two, and preferably in tete-d-tete with
influential Founderites who are not
affiliated with the local hotheads, is
outright, barefaced character assassination.
Anything you can get away with and
nobody can disprove. Sprinkle in a few
chuckles about the shepherd boy who cried
"Wolf whenever he got lonely, and the
End-Timers who assemble on mountains to
await the Rapture. But get serious. Remind
them that the Organization has enemies,
very real enemies. Suggest that this
turbulent local band of Founderites
indisputably is devoted to the Organization,
but that by waging public war against the
Junta, it is endangering the very existence of
the Organization.

Here a Chuck, There a Chuck,
Everywhere a Chuck Chuck Chuck
His newest spin was revealed to me by
the November 6 Seattle Post-Intelligencer, in
a story reporting President Clinton's action
to preserve wildlife habitat of the Hanford
Reach of the Columbia River. (Note
Cushman's instincts for chumming with the
I quote: "Right People" — Watt in his time,
now Gorton.)

It's as hard to keep track of Chuck
Cushman as of a dust devil whirling around
the Great American Desert, dustying up the
air, ripping shingles off roofs, grabbing
garbage and throwing it in your face. I first
heard of him as drum major of a parade he
called National Park Inholders Association
or something like that. The sort that we in
the North Cascades know as "Heritagers."
Indeed, he moved his national headquarters
(a Winnebago?) to Battleground, not only
for the name but the proximity to Stehekin.
Then, apparently because the parade
ranks were too thin to maintain his credence
in Washington City (where the election of
President Reagan brought him onto the
federal payroll as a honcho of Secretary of
the Interior Watt), he renamed his crusade
"Inholders and Multiple-Use Association."

. . . Clinton's action was criticized by
Sen. Slade Gorton, R-Wash., and decried by
property rights groups who believe some of
the land should be used for agricultural or
light industrial purposes. "They have chosen
to lock up this area, strangle the chance for
any productive use and ignore local officials.
A lot of people will be hurt by this," said
Chuck Cushman, executive director of the
American Land Rights Assn.

News Update
Congress OKs money for forest
The Seattle Times
October 23, 1999
BY EU SANDERS

A California family with a dream of preserving 300 acres of verdant land it owns inside
the Mount Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest was celebrating yesterday after Congress
approved $1 million to buy their property for public forestland.
But now the family must wait to see if a budget squabble with the White House will stall
the plan.
On Thursday, Congress passed an Interior Department budget that includes the million
dollars for purchasing the Bonanza Queen Mine, a 300-acre abandoned mining claim south of
Darrington on the northeastern slope of Long Mountain.
The Auker family, which owns the forested property, wants it preserved as part of the
national forest but has threatened to sell it to private developers if the government doesn't
buy the land this year.

Well, I'm so near The Top I can taste
the grapes and the mead. The fat lady has
come on stage. I will close, now, and listen
to her sing.
HARVEY MANNING
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The Forest Service
Continues to Play
Games

News Update
Clinton announces process to
protect America's roadless lands:
Sixty million acres at stake
On October 14, 1999, President
Clinton directed the Forest Service to
initiate a formal rule-making process to
protect remaining National Forest roadless
areas. "Today, we launch one of the largest
land preservation efforts in America's
history to protect these priceless, backcountry lands," said the President. At stake
are 60 million acres of wildlands that
continue to be threatened by logging,
grazing, mining and off-road vehicles.
The Administration is considering a
range of protection options. The weakest
proposed option will protect 40 million
acres of inventoried roadless areas (according to the Roadless Area Reviews I and II)
5,000 acres or larger from roadbuilding but
exclude the Tongass National Forest. The
strongest option will protect all 60 million
acres from logging and roadbuilding
including Alaska's Tongass and provide
management direction to limit other
destructive activities.
A number of critical concerns remain
unaddressed and have been left to the twopart public rule-making process for
resolution. If adopted, Part One of the new
rule would immediately restrict certain
activities such as road construction and
perhaps commercial logging in inventoried
roadless areas. Part Two would establish
national direction for managing inventoried
roadless areas, and for determining whether
and to what extent similar protections
should be extended to uninventoried
roadless areas.
This announcement is a significant step
forward in the healing of America's wild
lands and we extend our praise to the
Clinton administration. These wild
remnants must be protected from further
degradation and stitched together with
restoration and road removal so that our
wildlife legacy can be passed on to future
generations.
10

The questions that remain unanswered
are:
1) will Alaska's Tongass National Forest be
excluded from protection or included
only under Part Two;
2) will commercial logging be prohibited
in addition to roadbuilding;
3) will uninventoried areas and roadless
areas smaller than 5,000 acres be
protected under Part Two; and
4) will other destructive activities such as
grazing, mining and off-road vehicle
use be restricted under Part Two?
The Notice of Intent about the rulemaking process will be published in the
Federal Register followed by a sixty-day
public comment period. This provides
citizens with an opportunity to weigh in on
the above unanswered questions. It is
absolutely critical that concerned citizens
raise their voices in support of the Clinton
initiative and the maintenance of the
ecological integrity of remaining inventoried
and uninventoried roadless lands across the
United States. We can rest assured that the
forces opposed to the protection of these
priceless remnants will be raising theirs.
We will post further alerts about this
important process periodically. Comments
can be submitted to:
USDA Forest Service-CAET
Attn.: Roadless Areas NOI
PO Box 221090
Salt Lake City, UT 84122
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or

mailto: roadlessareasnoi/
wo_caet@ fs. fed.gov
(REPRINTED COURTESY OF NORTHWEST
ECOSYSTEM ALLIANCE)

This here Birdwatcher (Irate) has just
received (November 19) from WenatcheeOkanogan National Forests an interesting
message, addressed "Dear Interested Forest
Users." It begins: "The Forest Service has
been asked by President Clinton to propose
new regulations for the inventoried
Roadless Areas on the National Forests
across the country. (See article, this page.)
A national team has begun work on an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and
is requesting public comment. . . The Forest
Service is also offering the public an
opportunity to comment on the National
Roads Policy, currently being developed. . . "
Four open-house style public meetings
will "provide the public an opportunity to
comment. . ." Sure they will, if you live
handy to Wenatchee, Okanogan, Yakima, or
Ellensburg. Once and again, this is the ageold strategy of the "National" Forest Service
< rally your "local public," and golly forbid
having your rangers dare cross wintry
mountain passes to where those meddlesome "City folks" live.
The strategy won't work any better
now than it did in the 1960s, when they
used it in an attempt to prevent a North
Cascades National Park. There'll be ample
chances for our voices to be raised as the
EIS process moves along — and as gestation
simultaneously continues of our Washington
Wilderness Act II, whose birth will fill gaps
in our wilderness family left by the magnificent yet mugwimp Act I of 1984.
However, since few of us will be able to
attend any of those four public meetings
(they are all over by the time you read this,
the dates being December 7, 9, 14, and
16!!!!!!!), you might like to comment by
mail. This here Birdwatcher will be doing
so on his own hook, and the NCCC on
behalf of all our hooks.
Write Wenatchee-Okanogan National
Forest(s), 215 Melody Lane, Wenatchee
98801-5933. ASK FOR A COPY OF "FILE
CODE 1600," dated November 19, 1999.

Mad River:

f\ QtiJjU WtdvuhCW
The Chiwawa and Entiat Rivers flow
side by side from icy and cliffy country
within the Glacier Peak Wilderness.
Between them is the Mad River. The lower
stretch is entrenched in a valley which joins
the Entiat. But the upper Mad doesn't have
a real valley at all, wanders anomalously
along the top of the ridge. Beyond Mad
Lake this ridge enters the Glacier Peak
Wilderness in the vicinity of Devils Smoke
Stack-Garland Peak-Rampart MountainFifth-of-July Mountain. Rough stuff, these
peaks, and rougher to come deeper in the
Wilderness, Mt. Maude and Seven Fingered
Jack.
Before that, though, along the upper
Mad to Mad Lake, is a different sort of

wilderness — a gentle wilderness that
properly belongs in the Wilderness as the
perfect complement to the sterner species.
Maverick Saddle is the favorite start for
family-style backpacking because at 4250
feet it is minutes away from the first
meadow. The road to the saddle is 3 steep
and narrow miles, but not spooky or
dangerous for the family automobile.
So, what to do from Maverick Saddle?
It's 8 ridge-running miles to Mad Lake,
5800 feet. But don't run. A toddler's
stubby-leg pace of 1/2 mile per hour is ideal.
Ira Spring recommends Cougar Mountain,
Blue Creek Meadow, Whistling Pig
Meadow, Marble Meadow, Two Little
Lakes, Klone Peak, Mad Lake. A lot of

action for 8 miles. The family easily could
spend a week, avoiding painful burdens by
sending a sturdy back to the car for
resupplies.
Be sure to warn the kids to look both
ways for traffic before crossing the trail.
Does that seem ridiculous for a wilderness?
Of course it is. The NCCC and companion
groups wanted the Mad River in Wilderness
way back before motorcycles were a
problem and strenuously demanded it for
the 1984 Washington Wilderness Bill
package. Now that the Forest Service is
doggedly insistent on dedicating the Mad
wildlands to high-speed motorcycling, the
need for Wilderness protection grows more
urgent by the year.

PATRICK
GOLDSWORTHY MAP
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Lawsuit victory stops
Goose-Maverick motorcyde/ORV project
A recent federal court decision stops the Forest
Service from constructing the Goose-Maverick offroad vehicle (ORV) trail project in Wenatchee
National Forest.
The decision was issued on August 31, 1999 by
U.S. District Court Judge Barbara Jacobs Rothstein.
The Court found that the Fotest Service acted
arbitrarily and capriciously by giving the ORV project
inadequate review under the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA). The Forest Service failed to
address cumulative impacts of this and other related
projects on the area's ORV trail system, and failed to
analyze impacts of ORVs on wildlife outside the
narrowly defined "project area."
The Court's 20-page injunction decision is
significant on several levels. The decision stops the
uncontrolled 20-year buildup of an ORV trail system
in the Entiat Roadless Area, thereby improving the
area's prospects for eventual designation as Wilderness. In the Court's jurisdiction (the western half of
Washington) the decision will serve as legal precedent
and thereby may affect NEPA analysis of other
projects in the Wenatchee, Baket-Snoqualmie,
Olympic, Okanogan and Gifford Pinchot National
Forests. The Court's reasoning may also be found
persuasive in other jurisdictions throughout the U.S.,
as other courts address similar issues elsewhere.
The case is entitled North Cascades Conservation Council v. II. S. Forest Service, U.S. District
Court (WD. Wash.) No. C99-889R. Besides NCCC,
the other plaintiffs are Washington Trails Association
(WTA), The Mountaineers, Northwest Ecosystem
Alliance (NWEA), Sierra Club, The Wilderness
Society, and Washington Wilderness Coalition
(WWC).

Protecting potential additions
to Glacier Peak Wilderness
The Goose-Maverick project is located adjacent
to the Mad River portion of the Entiat Roadless Area,
a RARE II area adjacent to Glacier Peak Wilderness.
The Mad River country is relatively gentle terrain, a
subalpine pine-fir forest interspersed with meadows
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and lakes. The project would have built 3 miles of
new ORV trail connecting the relatively accessible
Goose Creek Campground (near Lake Wenatchee)
with Maverick Saddle, a relatively inaccessible
trailhead on the border of the Roadless Area. Maverick Saddle is a key point of access to the existing 200mile Mad River ORV trail network, which stretches
across the Entiat Roadless Area to the Entiat River and
Lake Chelan, and has been called "the hub of one of
the largest and most unique systems of interconnecting
trail networks in the northwest." Lake Wenatchee is
on the Stevens Pass Highway, a major route from the
Puget Sound metropolis (Seattle, Tacoma, Everett)
across the Cascade mountain range.
In the 1983-1984 campaign for the Washington
Wilderness Act, a broad coalition proposed that the
Entiat Roadless Area (including Mad River) be added
to the Glacier Peak Wilderness, but it was one of the
areas left out of the 1984 Act. In its 1990 Wenatchee
Forest Plan, the Forest Service admitted the Entiat
Roadless Area has "high potential for future Wilderness designation."
Because the Wilderness Act does not allow
motorized recreation in federal Wilderness, it may be
hatder to obtain Wilderness status for an unprotected
roadless area if the area has been developed as an ORV
recreation site, through the construction of ORV trails
or other projects. By halting construction of piecemeal projects until the whole ORV trail network is
examined under NEPA, the Goose-Maverick decision
is an important step in protecting the area and
improving its prospects for Wilderness designation.

NEPA analysis of cumulative
impacts on entire ORV system
In the Goose-Maverick decision, the Court noted
the similarity with the circumstances in the Dark
Divide case, Washington Trails Association v. U.S.
Forest Service, 935 F. Supp. 1117 (WD. Wash. 1996).
In the Dark Divide case, the Forest Service had failed
to consider the cumulative impacts of connected
actions including other proposed ORV trail projects in
the area that would all be linked into a large ORV

Mad

Lake — IRA SPRING PHOTO
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network, and had failed to prepare an
environmental impact statement (EIS) or an
environmental assessment (EA).
In the Goose-Maverick case, an EA had
been prepared, but it failed to examine
cumulative impacts on the entire ORV trail
system from component projects such as
Goose-Maverick as well as two other
projects (Ramona and Three Creek) on the
other side of the system, which were being
reviewed simultaneously but separately. The
Court stated:
"Nothing in the administrative
record suggests that any [EIS] has
ever been filed with respect to the
ORV system as a whole, or with
respect to any significant aspects of
it. Within the NEPA scheme,
however, any proposal adding to
this ORV system that may adversely

Whistling
Pig Meadow
— IRA SPRING
PHOTO
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affect the environment must be
examined in light of the entire
existing system. .. .That system is
[about] 35 to 40 miles one-way
distant from end to end, which
would permit a motorized trail user
to go from Lake Wenatchee to Lake
Chelan in one day. .. .The EAs for
each of these projects acknowledge
that they will increase traffic or
facilitate increased traffic, which
will be distributed throughout the
system ...[WJhile the ORV trail
system to which the GooseMaverick, Ramona and Three
Creeks projects tie already exists,
the impact of the existing system,
and whether it can bear an increase
in use, has never been carefully
considered. ... Without examining

the ORV trail system, the Forest
Service cannot meaningfully
measure cumulative environmental
impacts in the fashion that NEPA
requires."
Thus the Forest Service is enjoined
from constructing the Goose-Maverick
project until it has examined the cumulative
impacts of these projects on the Entiat-Mad
River ORV trail system.
NEPA analysis of impacts on wildlife
outside the "project area"
The Goose-Maverick EA looked only
at the narrowly-defined "project area" on
the Chiwawa River side of the system
(where the 3 + miles of new trail would be
built), and thus ignored the roadless Mad
River area into which the project would be
funneling all of its new ORV traffic.
The Court found that assessing wildlife

underway to persuade the state legislature to
reform NOVA.
NOVA is funded as a "refund" of the
state gas tax attributable to travel off statemaintained highways, including extensive
car and truck use of logging roads in
National Forests to reach nonmotorized
trailheads for hiking, bicycling and horseback riding.

Cinderblock on the Mad
River Trail inside the
Entiat RARE II Roadless
Area
— KARL FORSGAARD PHOTO

The Goose-Maverick decision illustrates the need for funding reform, since the
Forest Service's piecemeal 20-year construction of the Entiat-Mad River ORV trail
system (including miles of cinderblocks
embedded in the ground inside the RARE II
roadless area adjacent to Glacier Peak
Wilderness) had been funded largely by
NOVA but without NEPA review of the
cumulative actions. Of the $40 million spent
by NOVA statewide, $5 million was spent in
Chelan County, where the Mad River
system is located.
The Mad River story could also be
useful in efforts to reform trail project
funding problems in other states.

Executive Orders
regarding ORV impacts
outside the "project area" was especially
important because the project and other
parts of the ORV system are within a Late
Successional Reserve (LSR), designated for
protection of late-successional and oldgrowth forest ecosystems. The Court also
found that the EA's incorporation by
reference of "programmatic" documents
such as the 1990 Forest Plan "is not the sitespecific 'hard look' that NEPA requires."
The Court concluded:
"Although the cited programmatic
documents provide information
about terrain and wildlife, they
provide no insight whatsoever into
whether existing use on the ORV
trail system already jeopardizes
LSR objectives, and what impact, if
any, the anticipated increase in
ORV use would produce, to satisfy
the requirements of NEPA.
...Whether that increased use on
existing trails will have an adverse
effect on wildlife cannot be
determined without an adequate

study of ORV use on wildlife for
the ORV trail system of which the
Project is a part. Such a study does
not exist in the administrative
record. The Forest Service acted
arbitrarily and capriciously in
failing to examine the effects of
ORV use outside of the narrowly
defined 'project area.'"

Illustrating the need
for funding reform
To fund the Goose-Maverick project,
the Forest Service had received a grant from
the state's Non-Highway and Off-Road
Vehicle Activity (NOVA) program, which is
one of the primary sources of trail funding
in Washington. In the past 20 years, the
state distributed $40 million in NOVA funds
to federal, state and local agencies for trail
projects in Washington, with 80% of the
funds going to motorized projects. Since
the vast majority of recreational users of
public lands in Washington are
nonmotorized (such as hikers), efforts are

In the Goose-Maverick decision, the
Court noted that under Executive Orders
11644 and 11989, federal agencies may
close trails due to adverse impacts of ORV
use, indicating the "demand [for] meaningful examination of the damages that ORV
use may cause to the environment." Note
that these Executive Orders supported a
prior decision upholding the Forest Service
closure of trails to ORV use in the North
Entiat portion of the same Roadless Area.
See Northwest Motorcycle Association v.
IISDA, 18 F.3d 1468 (9th Cir. 1994);
NCCC, WTA, WWC and The Mountaineers intervened in that lawsuit to support
the Forest Service exclusion of ORVs from
North Entiat trails. That case illustrated the
importance of submitting written comment
letters documenting site-specific problems,
including user conflict.

Current status of
Goose-Maverick case
The Forest Service elected not to
appeal Judge Rothstein's injunction
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decision.
In an unusual twist, several organizations that tried unsuccessfully to intervene in
the suit have filed an appeal from the
Court's denial of their motion to intervene.
The Goose-Maverick decision notes that the
papers the intervenors submitted, in which
they argued in favor of the ORV project,
were considered by the Court as an amicus
brief. The intervenors were Northwest
Motorcycle Association (NMA),
Backcountry Bicycle Trails Club (BBTC),
Backcountry Horsemen of Washington
(BCHW) and Single Track Minds bicycle
club.
I'm personally grateful to my college
roommate and fellow backpacker, Andy
Salter, for serving as the coalition's lead
attorney in the Goose-Maverick lawsuit, and
for bringing it to a successful conclusion.
I'm also grateful to Ira Spring and Harvey
Manning for their inspirational leadership,
and to Liz Tanke, Mark Lawler, Patrick
Goldsworthy, Norm Winn, Bob Freimark,
Steve Davis and all the other people who
facilitated each plaintiff's participation in
the court action.

Motorcycles and wildlife
One of our people (from Washington Trails Association) met informally in September
with staff of U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The meeting being rather "off the record," almost
"deep background," we refrain from giving names or specifics: however, our sources are
"well informed" and "usually reliable."

Notes on discussions:
• USFWS has informally offered to assist Wenatchee National Forest in its recreation
planning, being very concerned about overall piecemeal approach (trails, campgrounds,
etc.).
• Wenatchee NF has declined: "We're fine. Don't need your help."
• USFWS would like to work with us to get Wenatchee NF to study Chelan to Wenatchee
system.

USFWS general themes:
1. Has serious concerns about Wenatchee FS lack of planning for recreation/wildlife in
general.
2. Motorized recreation is out of control.

KARL FORSGAARD

Karl Forsgaard was lead attorney for the
non-motorized coalitions in the North Entiat
and Dark Divide (Juniper Ridge) lawsuits,
and he coordinated the administrative appeal
phase of the Goose-Maverick dispute. He is
a past President of Washington Trails
Association, a statewide hikers' advocacy
group. He can be reached by email at
karlforsgaard@juno.com.
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Sign on Forest Service Kiosk at Goose Creek Campground, near Lake
Wenatchee (this is an example of what used to be called "wearing your
heart on your sleeve.")
Who are you sweet on, FOREST SERVICE sir? What's the speed limit on your
"trail"? Us bipeds, on a good day with downhill grade and the wind astern, can't do
much better than 2-4mph. Would you advise us to wear cowbells, that wheelers not
run into us and hurt themselves? Or would we do better to go armed, in case of
grizzly bears or other tyrants of the wilds?
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F

irst I recall hearing of Don was when
the North Cascades bill was being
finalized and we learned the entire far
east of the North Cascades Primitive Area
had been chopped from the planned
Pasayten Wilderness. Howls of anguish
arose from the Sierra Club members (all two
or three of them) in the Okanogan. Our
new boy on the block, Brock Evans,
inquired, was told "too much good timber,"
got hold of the cruise data, went to take a
look. He then called on the Okanogan
National Forest Supervisor (also new on the
block) and reported that his "eyeball cruise"
failed to find that much worth hauling to a
mill. A re-cruise was ordered. Brock's
eyeball was confirmed. Without questioning
the competence or honesty of his predecessor and his cruise, the supervisor approved
Brock's use of the new data in the right
spots and that's how come Horseshoe Basin
is in the Pasayten. Amazing. Not that a
Forest Service cruiser would make so gross a
mistake. (As we well knew from our
rancher-Sierra Clubbers in the area, "the fix
was in," to the benefit of certain powerful
locals who "owned" the district ranger.)
What was amazing was that a Forest
supervisor would break ranks, would listen
to a Brock, would correct a very stinky
"mistake," and would not, instead, stonewall us birdwatchers.
That's how I got to know Don. I say
"know," though we rarely met face to face.
But I followed his career at Okanogan, then
Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest, and
could cite many more examples establishing
him as "a different sort of animal" from the
herd then being corralled and harnessed by
the chief wranglers in Washington City. He
was not alone, and in my high regard for
him I do not belittle the herd. There are
now in the process of "coming out" an
entire generation of new Old Rangers who
to salvage the Forest Service and restore its
ideals and morale of old are banding
together in Forest Service Employees for
Environmental Ethics (FSEE). Call it one
bitdwatcher's opinion, but I feel that had
Don and his sort — in my direct experience
I knew Don and one other — been in top
command, there would not have been — at
least not in the 1960s — a North Cascades
National Park. The need would not have
been widely or strongly enough felt.
Harvey Manning

DON
CAMPBELL
1999
Donald Campbell, directed
national forest in the 1970s
The Seattle Times
Monday, October 11, 1999
by J. Martin McOmber
When he was director of the Mount
Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest in the
1970s, Donald Campbell was called one of
the 10 most important, but least known,
people in Washington.
For nearly a decade, Mr. Campbell was
top boss of Seattle's 1.7 million-acre "back
yard," refereeing battles between environmentalists and industry over the future of a
forest that stretched from Mount Rainier to
the Canadian border. He counted
Washington's two powerful senators,
Warren Magnuson and Henry Jackson as
friends. He was even elected to REI's board
of directors.
But through it all, Mr. Campbell kept a
low profile. Maybe because what he really
liked about his job wasn't the power or
prestige, it was the forest.
"He was Smokey the Bear through and
through," said his wife, Beverly Campbell.
"He just loved being outdoors." Mr.
Campbell, 73, was on an 18-mile hike of
Mount Rainier — he hiked weekly with a
friend — when he died Thursday (Oct. 7) of
a heart attack.
Beverly Campbell said she will
remember her husband like this: hiking
boots, forestry cap and the hand-carved
walking stick he never went without. "He
was a tough bird," she said.
Mr. Campbell, who lived in Bellevue,
retired from the Forest Service in 1980
rather than take a job in Washington, D.C.
Mr. Campbell considered himself an
environmentalist, but the job demanded that
he find a balance between those who
wanted to preserve the forest and those who
wanted to profit from its natural resources.
"Logging, wilderness, herbicides — there is
no way to sidestep conflict in this job," he
told The Seattle Times in a 1981 interview.
"The conflicts are very real, and we are the
ones caught in the middle."
During his tenure from 1970 to 1980,
Mr. Campbell oversaw the first major
planning effort for the forest and was
instrumental in acquiring the Alpine Lakes
Wilderness. He was credited with encouraging greater public participation in

decision-making. And he resisted pressure
to pen up pristine areas of the forest to
logging.
Mr. Campbell took it as a compliment
when once, duting a broadcast debate, an
audience member said he couldn't tell if Mr.
Campbell was pro-environment or prologging.
"He wasn't in the pocket of the forest
industry, but neither was he entirely our
man," said Harvey Manning, a local
environmental activist, author and a director
of the North Cascades Conservation
Council, which helped create the North
Cascades National Park complex in 1968.
"He listened when we talked; he listened to
all viewpoints. I respected him greatly."
Born in Tampa, Mr. Campbell was an
Army brat, spending most of his formative
years in Texas and New Mexico.
He joined the Army during World War
II, receiving the Purple Heart after he was
injured by German shrapnel.
Though the wound bothered him for
years, it never slowed Mr. Campbell. In
1951, he took his degree in forestry from
Utah State University —where he met his
wife — and headed for New Mexico to take
a job with the federal Bureau of Land
Management. . . .
During the next seven years, he learned
to speak Navajo while working with tribal
members as a range manager. He eventually
left government service and opened a
trading post on reservation land.
But Beverly Campbell said her husband
"couldn't contain himself within four
walls," and soon left the store to take a job
as a Forest Service ranger in central Oregon.
Living 80 miles from the nearest town,
Prineville, wasn't Beverly Campbell's idea of
fun. But her husband was happy and their
two daughters loved the ranger's station.
Mr. Campbell's career with the Forest
Service was a fast climb up the ranks, with
stints in Corvallis as a manager and then as
superintendent of the Okanogan National
Forest in 1967.
Before and after his retirement, Mr.
Campbell kept busy with work outside the
Forest Service. He was a member of the
executive council of the Boy Scouts, the
Pacific Northwest Park/Forest Association
and the Skagit Environmental Endowment
Commission. In the last 1970s, Mr
Campbell was elected to the board of
directors for REI. He also was an active
member of the Newport Presbyterian
Church in Bellevue...
In addition to his wife, Mr. Campbell is
survived by daughters, Debra Burchard of
California, and Connie Campbell of
Issaquah.
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Eight Days in the Eastern Pasayten Wilderness
August 14-21
The guide book talked of high open
meadows, majestic landforms, and stony
tundra. This sounded irresistible and led
me to my first visit to the eastern edge of
the Pasayten Wilderness this past summer.
Five of us rode through drizzle on
Highway 20 looking for the eastern
Washington sun which eluded us the whole
drive. Our two cars had to carefully
maneuver the rocky, unmaintained road ro
Iron Gate trailhead where the rain temporarily stopped for a two-hour hike to our
first camp within sight of Sunny Pass. Wind
and drizzle alternated that night, ending
with the win which at least left us with dry
tents to pack up before we hiked into a
misty Horseshoe Basin the next morning to
set up camp.
The basin is huge and inviting even
when wet, so we wandered around the
meadows admiring masses of glistening
lupine until rain drove us into our tents for
the afternoon. A drier evening let us cook
outside and read aloud a sheaf of Robert
Service poems which the three men in the
group seemed to find quite moving, but
which sent the two women into fits of
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Above: Cathedral Peak
Below: Meadow near
Amphitheater Peak
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laughter.
The next morning was cloudy but dry.
We all hiked together along the Boundary
Trail to the edge of Horseshoe Basin where
we parted, two members of our group
staying a last night in the basin before
returning to Seattle, and three of us
continuing west with backpacks. We, the
lucky three, hiked the flower-edged
Boundary Trail a gentle eleven miles to our
next camp by a little pond near Sheelite
Pass.
Sunshine and three passes, each more
beautiful than the last, made for an enticing
fourth day with a glorious finale as we
approached dramatic Cathedral Pass flanked
by Cathedral Peak and Amphitheater
Mountain. At the pass, we stopped to
admire the basin below, Upper Cathedral
Lake close against the steep side of Amphitheater, and little streams and ponds
scattered among the scoured slabs and
alpine trees in the basin's meadow. We
agreed on a layover day in this idyllic spot
that we shared with only two climbers.

After making camp and dinner we hiked
back to the pass to watch the sunset turn the
clouds, lake and mountain a bright garish
red-orange.
Two of us were up at dawn the next
morning. We wanted to start exploring, but
we lingered awhile over breakfast wondering whether to wake up our sleeping
companion. Finally, we decided to let him
sleep. We took off in opposite directions,
my friend toward Cathedral Peak, and
myself toward Amphitheater Mountain. I
wandered past Upper Cathedral Lake and
the steep walls of Amphitheater and around
a flank of the mountain, through ponddotted tundra, and found a gentle trail going
up the "bowl" side that forms a kind of
amphitheater. A deer eyed me from the

slope, and on the flattened ridge at the top,
three mountain goats grazed.
For a while, I had complete solitude to
look in all directions at the mountain-sea of
the North Cascades. Then the two climbers
arrived via a steep route and we lunched
together and explored another arm of the
ridge. On the way down, I passed a large
horse party heading up; the deer and goats
were nowhere in sight.
From our campsite, I wandered a bit on
the grassy hill leading to Cathedral Peak to
meet my early-rising friend full of excitement at seeing Rocky Mountain bighorn
sheep. Then I met the late riser and we sat
in the meadow to admire the views and to
smooth over hurt feelings caused by our
leaving him in the morning.

All three of us were up early the next
day to hike back to Horseshoe Basin. This
time the basin gave us sun for exploring
Arnold and Armstrong Mountains, both
gentle 8,000-ft. rock and grass-covered
mounds with breezes to blow away
mosquitoes. We sat by a metal obelisk
marking the Canadian boundary and talked
to a ranger at Loomis on our ham radio
until the late afternoon chill drove us down
to tents and dinner.
Eight days seemed long when planning
this trip, but too short when leaving. We
are so thankful this area was added to the
protected wilderness and that we were there
in a year when the sheep weren't grazing so
we could see the flowers.
MARY LOU KRAUSE

Horseshoe Basin, Pasayten Wilderness — MARY LOU KRAUSE PHOTO
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Nibble, Nibble, Nibble, Nibble...
My apologies to whomever for running
the enclosed newspaper story without an
author credit. The Seattle Post-Intelligencer
picked it up (and bully for them) off the A-P
wire; no byline, and it could have run in any
of a number of papers. Wherever and
whoever, it's the sort of writing that (when
it happens) gives journalism a good name.
Ordinarily, for our purposes, I'd suck the
juices out of the story and boil them down
to several sentences. But this is all juice.
I've read it over and over again and my IBM
recoils at the thought of dropping or
changing a single word;
It brings vividly to mind the time some
30-odd years ago when a brash young
lawyer from the de-forested East or
forestless Midwest came into our woods,
face to face with a Ponderosa pine, threw his
arms around it in a rapture, and became the
first literal "tree-hugger." Brock Evans went
on from thar to many other momentous
occasions in the history of our forest-saving,
earth-saving, and I'll not take up space here
with a paean to his high points.
One, though, is mandatory in this
context. As Northwest Conservation
Representative of the Federation of Western
Outdoor Clubs (and the North Cascades
Conservation Council) Brock got himself on
the mailing list of all the National Forest
advertisements for timber sales. (No mean
victory in itself < the rangers didn't like treehuggers to know what was happening in the
slaughterhouse. When I tried to get on the
Region Six list I was informed by the
Regional Forester that since I wasn't in the
logging business timber sales were none of
my business, and I had to get Senator
Jackson to issue a command.)
Traveling about east-side forests, Brock
kept coming upon logging operations for
which he had received no notices. He
discovered there was a category of sales for
which no general public notice was
required. A district ranger could hold
certain small sales at his sole discretion, and
the only public involved would be the gypo
logger (his brother-in-law or nephew?) who
had come around looking for work. These

district ranger sales were never big deals,
required no access roads, and — heaven
forbid! — no such thing as an environmental impact statement, a rigamarole which
hadn't yet been invented.
The impact of a great many little tiny
private sales was huge, as I first became
unavoidably aware while driving the old
Blewett Pass Highway, the one that went
over the veritable Blewett Pass. That old
road twisted and turned and switchbacked
through grand old Ponderosa pine, miles
and miles of them, not in a continuous
forest but a dozen here, three or four there
and all right by the shoulder. As a few years
passed the scene was a dozen stumps here,
three or four stumps there. One of the most
magnificent forest drives in the Northwest
(which is to say, the world) was transformed
in a few years of little ranger sales (to
brother-in-laws and nephews) to a very nice
drive through small pines — amid them,
never noticed by the eye which hadn't
known the big trees, the big stumps.
The pattern so visible at Blewett Pass
was in fact universal. Driving sagebrush
steppe high above Lake Chelan I recall
passing what had been a stand of big old
pines. I stopped to reconstruct in my mind
the trees that had been here. It was one of
the experiences that made me so irate.
Having read this newspaper article,
having had your eyes opened to see in the
stump the trees that were, become retroactively irate — but also thankful that there
are such biologists as are noted in the article,
and that there are journalists who can listen,
and report.
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State axes logging plan for
old-growth trees
ASSOCIATED PRESS

ELLENSBURG - Some of the oldest
ponderosa pine trees in Eastern Washington
have been saved from logging afer a state
agency changed its mind.
Under pressure from logging opponents, the state Department of Natural
Resources abandoned plans to cut the 50acre stand of old-growth pine.
Instead, the Department of Fish and
Wildlife is making plans to swap some of its
woodlands elsewhere in the state for the
ancient trees located on a hill about 53 miles
west of Ellensburg.
The agency also will ask lawmakers for
$250,000 next year to conduct the first
inventory of old pine growing on the
eastern slopes of the Cascade Range.
Wildlife department biologists want to
prove what they have suspected for years:
that a distinct and valuable ecosystem is on
the brink of disappearing.
Old-growth forests are woods whose
trees have never been logged. "You can't
replant it," said Cindy Confer, a Wildife
Department biologist who has studied the
Ellensburg stand.
Unlike the lush, green woods found in
Western Washington, this type of oldgrowth forest exists in a fragile zone at the
edge of the mountains and shrub steppe.
"Cut it down and you'll push it to
sagebrush," said Ken Bevis, a habitat
biologist with the state Department of Fish
and Wildlife.
Part of the L. T. Murray Wildlife Area,
the stand of old pines near Ellensburg was
marked for logging last winter, raising the
hackles of Fish and Wildlife officials, the
Yakama Indian Nation and birdwatchers.
The protest, which involved hundreds
of letters to the state, went on for months.
State land managers finally agreed to
preserve the trees, which would have
brought about $65,000 for public school
construction, and go along with the land
swap.
Jim Stephenson, a biologist for the
Yakama Nation, said he has already spotted

Book Review
the signs of "a habitat type falling through
the cracks," especially in the vicinity of the
old pines near Ellensburg.
Approaching the trees on foot, it's
obvious where one ecosystem ends and the
other begins: the stand of trees is an island
surrounded by wide-open sagebrush
country. Amid the desert plants are the
stumps of old-growth timber logged long
ago.
Stomping through the dry brush, Bevis
stopped to count the exposed annual rings
on one stump. It stood for 280 years before
succumbing to chainsaws, he said.
After centuries of growth, the crowns
of the trees still standing on the L.T. Murray
have fanned out, creating a flat, green
canopy that can be spotted from miles away.
By contrast, nearby stands of younger trees
have pointy tops that cut a zigzag against the
sky.
The trees aren't giants by any means.
The distance from forest floor to forest
ceiling is about 160 feet, and Bevis could
nearly wrap his arms around one of the
biggest trunks.
Rubbing the thick bark of a slender,
300-year-old pine, Bevis pointed out where
flames from lightning-triggered fires had
licked the trunk, leaving scars. The tree
would fetch about $3,000 if harvested, he
said.
"I don't see how anybody could walk
up to this place and just cut it down," Bevis
said.

Seattle Citizens Against Freeways: Fighting
Fiercely and Sometimes Winning
Margaret Cary Tunks.
Second Edition. 1999. 341 pages. Published by the author.

or H.L. Mencken, you'll love Ms. Tunks.
For a free copy, enclose $2.00 to cover
mailing expense, and write:

Anyone who was around the Seattle

Margaret Cary Tunks

scene in 1968 to 1980, and paying attention, knows who the author is and what she

4201 Via Marina, Apt. 152
Marina del Rey, CA 90292

wrought, and remembers vividly CARHT,
CAF, WCST, Put Transit Across, the 1-90
Majority and what they-all wrought and
what they could not because of the social
rot personified by the likes of "Asphalt Al"
Leland, George Zahn, Sam Guess, and oh
dear Lord the horror, the horror of the
roster of villainy. And no less of citizens and
public officials since then canonized because
they are felt to have "meant well." (In
public life, "meaning well" and a dime will
get you a cup of coffee — or would at 1960
prices.)
No need to review the richly documented events of those times. This note is
merely to notify you of the book's availability. — Oh sure, having suffered through the
blundering and criminality and the "meaning well" — and seeing all around you the
continuing social chaos resulting from a
social failure to cope you may well ask,
"who needs to suffer through it again?"
This author's "Lesson for Today:
Those who do not know history are
doomed to repeat it." But aside from that,
the book is a fun read. To be sure, skim the
dense documentation (return to it later for
close study). However, laugh aloud when
the author, speaking as Alice, asks the Mad
Hatter to explain the state legislature,
chuckle at the antics of Gov. Dixie, Representative Red Beck, Senator Al Henry. . .
Reexamine the haloes of certain revered
saints... and ask "Exactly what deity were
they serving?" If you're a fan of Molly Ivins
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Stillaguamish Citizens Alliance's (SCA) Bid Fails
for a Summary Dismissal of the County Council's Decision to
Overturn John Gait's Ruling Against CSR Associated
Judge Richard Thorpe rejected SCA's
attempt to gain a summary dismissal of
County Council's action in overturning
Hearing Examiner John Gait's decision
against the CSR Associated project last
October. Gait had ruled that the project
cannot be permitted because county law
prohibits an aggregate mine in an area of
substantial residential development. On
appeal by Associated, the County Council
reversed Gait's decision, saying that there
was not substantial residential development
in the area adjacent to the project site.
Judge Thorpe ruled that the county
council had the legal right to reverse Gait's
decision, but the question of whether the
council was correct in doing so will be heard
in SCA's court appeal in November. At one
point, in an astonishing concession to the
correctness of SCA's case, Judge Thorpe
admitted that the council had indeed broken
the law in granting CSR Associated a rezone
from Forestry to Mineral Lands by council
motion, rather than by county ordinance,
but saw no real harm in doing so. The
county charter expressly prohibits a rezone
by council motion, reserving such rezone
only to a county ordinance, which must,
therefore, have public notice, commentary,
and a waiting period. The council broke the
law, and Judge Thorpe recognized this but
seemingly said, "it's not so bad." It makes
you wonder how far the judge will bend
over backward to accommodate the
company — and its supportive county — in

November. (Perhaps Judge Thorpe reasoned
that the same council members would have
simply rammed through an ordinance, if
forced to do so, no matter how vehemently
the public opposed it, if he threw out the
illegal rezone by motion. If this was the
judge's underlying reasoning, he was
probably right because this county council
seems to care little about the public or the
public good, but a great deal about accommodating the money interests within the
county. Yet the law is the law...)
Thorpe's ruling still leaves open
whether the county council was correct in
determining that there is not substantial
residential development adjacent to the
project site. It has had no bearing on SCA's
contention that the Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIA) released in
1998 failed to correct the many inadequacies uncovered by John Gait in his review of
the original EIS in 1995. Both of these issues
will be in front of Judge Thorpe in November. SCA expects that these are issues that
will not pass muster, and that the rezone
and permit granted to CSR Associated will
be revoked after the court hearing, scheduled to begin November 15.
• • •
In closely related matters, SCA wishes
to thank the many citizens who have
contributed so generously to the legal fund
to keep our opposition against this ghastly
project so active. We also wish to thank the
E.F. Humbly Bumbly Foundation, The

Northwest Fund for the Environment, the
Bullitt Foundation, and The Mountaineers
for their most recent extraordinary grants to
SCA. Without the combination of individual
and foundation support, CSR Associated
would have begun mining long ago,
undoubtedly with the asphalt and concrete
batch plant originally proposed on site.
Those atrocities have long since been
abandoned. Let's face it, SCA opposition
has had a major impact on this ill-conceived
project, forcing major downsizing, even if it
were to be permitted now. But its permitting today would still be illegal, were it not
for our county council progressively
changing the laws to get this project
permitted. Yet there are still county and
state laws that have been trampled by both
the company and the county, and we intend
to have our day in court on those matters in
November.
For eight years now SCA has fought
against the biggest of "big buck" companies.
CSR has annual worldwide revenues of
more than $7 billion while the property
owner John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance
Company has far greater resources. It has
truly been a David vs. Goliath fight (in fact,
SCA has taken on two Goliaths), and we
have beaten them badly, but we haven't
beaten the county politicians who keep
changing the law for the sake of the project.
EDITOR'S NOTE: In November the court
ruled in favor of CSR. SCA at this time has
not decided its next step.

j Here's What You Can Do
I To help SCA continue our quest against
| this miserable project, send your tax| deductible contribution to:

Name
Address
State

City

I

SCA Legal Fund

|

P.O. Box 148

|

Granite Falls, WA 98252
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Trendwest Revises Resort
Adds Urban Expansion
Cascade Checkerboard News, September 1999
Trendwest has published a revised
proposal for its generically named Mountain
Star Resort near Rosyln. In August, Kittitas
County issued the Draft EIS on the 6,000acre block of land straddling the Cle Elum
River. The proposed resort would still have
a 204-unit hotel, 1,058 condos, 1,780
homes, two golf courses, and a 136-unit RV
campground. The revised plan still places a
golf course and hundreds of houses west of
the river disrupting a forested wildlife
corridor that connects Alpine Lakes with
Manastash. The open space corridor along
the river is not broad enough.

Water
Trendwest has bought water rights in
several creeks, which it intends to trade with
the U.S. Reclamation Service for water in
the Cle Elum River. Under this scheme, the

creeks would end up with high instream
flows for salmon and the resort would
withdraw a similar amount of water from
the Cle Elum River, released from the
reservoir.

private partnership. Designed as the state's
premier equestrian show facility, it would
include barns, indoor and outdoor arenas,
holding pens, polo field, offices, meeting
rooms and parking.
The town expansion area is being
examined in a separate EIS to be published
by Cle Elum and Kittitas County this fall.
The entire area should be examined in one
EIS since the two projects are so closely
related — same owner, adjacent properties,
same time frame, and similar impacts to the
river and town.
Environmentalists have expressed
concerns about the scale of the development, the impacts to thrive and terrestrial
wildlife, the water transfers, impacts to the
local community and converting forest to
urban development.

Separate EIS on Adjacent Urban
Development Area
In addition to the resort, part of the
property previously slated for the resort will
now be developed as an urban growth area
for Cle Elum. This 1,100-acre block of land
between Bull Frog Road and 1-90 will
include a 75-room hotel, another golf
course, a 40-acre business campus, 200
apartments, 200 condos and 425 home lots,
as well as a community center, a water
treatment plant and expansion of a school.
A portion of this block will be developed as
a 200-acre horse park, developed by a state/

Membership Application
Be part of the North Cascades Conservation Council's Advocacy of the North Cascades. Join the NCCC. Support the North
Cascades Foundation. Help us help protect North Cascades wilderness from overuse and development.
NCCC membership dues (one year): $10 low income/student; $20 regular; $25 family; $50 Contributing; $100 patron; $1,000
sustaining. A one-time life membership dues payment is $500. The Wild Cascades, published three times a year, is included with NCCC
membership.
Please check the appropriate

LJ

box(es):

I wish membership in NCCC
The North Cascades Conservation Council (NCCC), formed in 1957, works through legislative, legal and public channels to
protect the lands, waters, plants and wildlife of the North Cascades ecosystem. Non-tax-deductible, it is supported by dues and
donations. A 501 (c)4 organization.
\

D

I wish to support NCF
The North Cascades Foundation (NCF) supports the NCCC's non-political legal and educational efforts. Donations are taxdeductible as a 501 (c)3 organization.

This is a

• NCCC Membership

This is a

• Donation to NCF

• NCCC Renewal Membership

Name
Address
City_
Phone

State

Zip

•

Gift

NCCC $
NCF

$

Total

$

Please cut, enclose check and mail form and check to:
N O R T H CASCADES CONSERVATION C O U N C I L
Membership Chair L. Zalesky
2433 Del Campo Drive • Everett, WA 98208
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New in our
mailbox...

NORTH CASCADES CHALLENGER

CASCADE LOOKOUT

North Cascades National Park/Mt. BakerSnoqualmie National Forest
1999-2000 Visitor Information Guide
16 pages, newspaper tabloid

Publication of Wenatchee National Forest
20 pages, newspaper tabloid

For copies, write:
North Cascades National Park
Mt. Baker Ranger District
Sedro Woolley, WA 98284-9.196
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